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To Professor Katuzi Ono on the occasion of his 60th birthday

Let H be a separable Hubert space with inner product ( , ) and norm

|| ||. We denote by K the set of all linear operators on H. Let {Ω,%9P)

be a probability space and suppose we are given a family of σ-fields %t9

t^O such that g5 g & g g for O^s^t and Π g ί + e = 3*. We assume
e>0

further that each gf is complete relative to the probability measure P. A

mapping Xt(ω); [0,&>)xΩ-±H is called an H-valued stochastic process or shortly

H'process if (/, Xt) is a scalar valued (real or complex) stochastic process for

all / e H. In particular, if (f,Xt) is a martingale for every / e //, Xt is

called an H-martingale,

The purpose of this article is to define two types of stochastic integrals

(Φjtaα)), dXs(ω)) and \ Φ2{s,ω)dXs{ω) and to establish a

formula concerning these stochastic integrals. Here Φi{s9ω)9 i = 1,2 is ff-

or if-process> respectively, with suitable additional conditions. Similar prob-

lem concerning Hubert space valued Brownian motion has been discussed

by Daletskii [1],

1. Preliminaries. Let X be an ϋΓ-random variable. Then

is clearly an g-measurable real random variable. We suppose E\\X\\ < °o. For

a given sub <τ-field © of %9 we define the conditional expectation of X relative

to ©, denoted by E(X\®), in the following manner; E(X\&) is an //-random

variable such that (f,E{X\®)) is ©-measurable and (/, E(X\®)) = £((/,*)|@)

holds for every f & H. Such E(X\&) is unique up to measure 0. Then an

77-process Xt such that E\\Xt\\<co, v^^o, is an //-martingale if and only

if E(Xt\ds) = Xs holds for every * :> s.
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42 HIROSHI KINITA

PROPOSITION 1. Let % be a sub σ-field of %. Let X and Y be H-random

variables such that £ | |X | | 2 <oo and £ | | F | | 2 < o o . Then if X is (^-measurable, we

have

E((X,Y)\®) = (X,E(Y\®)) or E((Y,X)\®) = (E(Y\®),X).

Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition in the case where X is

a step function, i.e., there exists a ©-measurable partition [Bn] of Ω such

that X(ω) — an for ω e Bn9 where each an is a fixed element of H. Since

(X, Y) = Σ (an, Y)IBU {IB is the indicator function of the set B) and Bn belongs

to ®, we have

E((X, Y) I ®) = Σ E((an, Y) I %)IBt = Σ (α», £(FI ®))hn = [X, E(Y\ ©)).
n n

The proof of the second equality is quite similar to the above.

The following proposition is easily verified.

PROPOSITION 2. Let Xt be an H-martingale such that 2Jpf e | |<oo for every

0^t<oo. Then Xt has a weakly right continuous modification, i.e., there exists

an H-martingale X* such that P{Xt = X*) = 1 for every t and (/, Xf) is a right

continuous scalar martingale for every f e H.

From now we shall only consider weakly right continuous //-martingales.

We denote by 2K the set of all //-martingales such that E\\Xt\\2<^ for

0 < t < oo and Xo = 0 a.e. P. Then for every Xt e Wl, \\Xt\\2 becomes a real

submartingale. In fact, using Proposition 1,

(1) E(\\Xt - X*||2|&) = £(||Xt||
2|8f.) + \\Xs\\*-E((Xt9XMs) - E((X,,Xt)\%,)

if ί ^ s. Let us now introduce the metric p to 3Jt in the following way.

n _ ^i 1 E\\Xn-Yn\\2

Then TO is a complete metric space (c.f. [2]).

PROPOSITION 3. Let X&Wl. Then, for almost all ω, Xt(ω) is strongly right

continuous and has strong left limits with respect to t. Furthermore, if Xt{ω) is

weakly continuous, it is strongly continuous for almost all ω.
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Proof. Let L be a finite dimensional subspace of H. Then the asser-

tion of the proposition is obvious for L-martingales. Since such L-martinga-

les are "dense in ffll, it is enough to verify that the limit of a sequence of

strongly (right) continuous i7-martingales is again strongly (right) continu-

ous. Let {Xn

t} be a sequence of 3Jt converging to Xt. Then, for each

λ>0 and N,

P(sup \\Xt - Xn

t\\ >λ)<^ E\\XN - Xn

Nψ ->0 as n -> oo

by Doob's inequality. Hence there exists a subsequence {Xn

t

k} such that

P(sup||Xt—-X"7*|| ->0 as fc->oo for every N>0) = l9

N

by Borel-Cantelli's lemma. It is now obvious that Xt is strongly (right)

continuous if so is each {Xn

t}. The existence of strong left limits is obvious

from the above discussion.

2. Stochastic integral I. We have shown in the preceding section

that \\Xt\\2 is a positive sub-martingale for any X G S J I . Hence, by Meyer's

decomposition, there exists a unique natural increasing process (X}t such

that \\Xt\\2 — (Xyt is a real martingale. This (X>t plays an important role

in the future. For X, Y e 2R, set

<χ,Y>t = A- « x + r>t - < x - y>t}.

in case of real Hubert space. In case of complex Hubert space, the defini-

tion of <X, Y)t should be modified in an obvious way. Then we have,

making use of equality (1),

(2) E((Xt - Xs, Yt - Ys) I &) = E«X9 Y>t - <X, Y>s I &), t ^ s.

We denote by L«X» the set of all very well measurable scalar pro-

cesses ([5]) Φ(s,ω) such that E([ \Φ{s,ω)\2d(X>s{ω)) < oo for every 0

Then similarly as the one dimensional case, we have

(3) \E§ΦΨd<x9γy)\^E§\Φ\*d<xy)

where Φ e L«X» and Ψ e L«F».
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THEOREM 1. For each I G I and Φ e L « X » , there exists a unique Y(=Wl

such that

<Y,Z\(ω) = \tφ(s9ω)d<X9Z>s(ω) for every Z e 3ft.
Jo

Further, this Y satisfies

(f,Yt) = \tφd(f,Xt) v/efl;
Jo

where the right hand of the above is the stochastic integral of the scalar martingale

(/, Xt), and Φ is the complex conjugate of Φ .

The proof can be carried out similarly as that of real martingale,

making use of inequalities (2) and (3). (See [2]). We shall call the above

Y as the stochastic integral of Φ relative to X and denote it as I ΦdX.
Jo

By virtue of Theorem 1, we can define orthogonality of iJ-martingales,

projection etc. quite similarly as the case of real martingales. Two X and

Y are orthogonal if <X, F> = 0 or equivalently (Xt, Yt) is a scalar martingale.

A subset 9ΐ of Wl is a stable subspace if it is a closed subspace of Wl and

[φdXtΞyi whenever I e ? l and Φ G L ( ( I ) ) . Let S be a stable subspace.

We denote by 3lL the set of all F G I which is orthogonal to every ele-

ment of 91. Then each I G I has a unique decomposition X = X1 + X2,

where X1 <= 91 and X2 e 9^. Let Wlc be the set of all Xt(ω) e Wl which is

strongly continuous with respect to t for almost all ω. Then Wtc is a stable

subspace of 2Jt. We denote mj as Wld.

THEOREM 2. The set of all X e Ttd decomposed to the difference of the fol-

lowing two Y and Ϋ, is dense in Wd: Yt is an ̂ -measurable H-process changing the

values by jumps only; Ϋt is a strongly continuous H-process such that

where 0 = tQ< tx< t2< and sup is taken for all such {tn}.

Furthermore, we have for every X e Wl,

Σ I I ^ - ^ J I 2 ^ Σ IÎ GII2 + <Xc>t in L^sense
tn& M*,||>0

as limsup \tn— tn-t\ = 0 , where Xc is the projection of X on Mc and ΔXS =
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Proof. Let L be a finite dimensional subspace of H. We denote by

9K(L) etc. the subset of Wt etc. consisting of L-martingales. Then all the

assertions of the theorem is immediate from that of real martingales if 3Jt,

Ttd etc. are replaced by 2JΪ(L), $Jtd(L) etc. (See [2] or [5]). Since U2JUD

is dense in 3K, the first assertion is obvious. Now let Y be the projection

of I G 2 K to 2R(L). Then making use of orthogonal expansion and Bessel's

inequality, it is easily seen that \\Yt — F s | |
2 increases to \\Xt — Xs\\2 as L in-

creases to H. Similar fact holds for <Γ>, and <X>C. On the other hand

since Σ \\Y&>- Y&lN converges to Σ l | J F s | | 2 + < r > t as H m s u p U Ϊ ' - f ϊ Λ I = 0 ,
tUf^t s^t k n

lim Σ Il-Xig* - -Xeg2iH2 ̂  Σ IMXS||
2 + <^CX. To obtain the converse inequality,

k f<fc) s<iί

choose L large enough so that E\\XN — YN\\2< ε for given ε > 0 and N>0.

Then for t*£N,

2] ^ E\\Ytψ + E\\Xt - 7 t | |
2

< ε + E{ Σ IW-X-.II2 + <Xc> f).

Therefore we have the desired equality.

Remark. Let X e SJί. Then for ε > 0 there sxists an increasing sequence

of stopping times {T*} converging to co a.e. such that \\Xt — X,|| < ε holds

for all Te

n<s, t<Tε

n+1. Such {TεJ is called an ε-chain for X. The asser-

tion of Theorem 2 holds if we replace t^ by T®*, where {εk} is a sequence

converging to 0.

3. Stochastic integral II. An ϋΓ-process Φ{t,ω) is called very well

measurable if (f9Φ{t,ω)) is very well measurable for every / e iJ ([5]). For a

fixed XeSDt, set

LH«X» = {φ|$ is very well measurable iJ-process such that E(^\\Φ\\2d<X>)

< oo for 0 ^ / < o o . Our purpose of this section is to define the stochastic

integral Γ {Φ, dX) for X e 5Dt and Φ e L^«Z».
Jo

We first consider the case where Φ is a step function, i.e., there exist

0 = t0< t!<•••< f Λ < such that Φ(ί,ω) = Φ{tk,ω) for tk<t< tk+1. Define

the scalar process F f as
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Yt = Σ (Φ(h), XtM - Xt.) + Wί,), Xt - Xι),

where / is the natural number such that tt< t < tι+ί. Applying Proposi-

tion 1, it is easily seen that Yt is a scalar martingale. Moreover,

ι) nχt- χttψ

We shall denote by L0

H((X}) the closure of the step functions in

(The metric of LH{ζX}) is defined similarly as that of 3K)

Choose a sequence of step functions {Φn} of LH{ζX)) converging to

Φ e L°H{<X». Set Yn

t = Γ {Φn, dX). Then
Jo

E\Yn

t - Ym

t | 2 ^ £ ( £ HΦ71 - Φm | |2 J<X>) ->0 as n9m-> oo.

Hence there exists a square integrable martingale F t such that Z£|Fe — F ? | 2

->0. It does not depend on the choice of {Φn}. We shall write this Y as

\'(Φ,dX).
Jo

In order to see that the stochastic integral can be defined for all

Φ e LH{<X», it is necessary to verify L°H{<X» = LH{<X». Let {/*} be a

complete orthonormal system of H. For an arbitrary 0 of LH((Xy)9 set

Φί = (Φ9f
ί). It is known that for each Φi there exists a sequence of step

functions {<Pί}Λs=ii2,... such that £(J ' |0£-ΦΊ 2 d<^>) -»0 as n-^oo ([5]). Since

00

Φ||2 = Σ \Φί\29 Φ can be approximated by step functions of LH

i = l

Remark. Set X\ 53 (/*, Xt) and denote the scalar stochastic integral as

'φ'dXK Then Σ ίVtfX* converges to Γ (Φ, rfX) in L2-norm. In fact, if
o j=iJo Jo

n

Φ = Σ (<̂> /*) (finite sum) is a step function, then

Γ (Φ, dX) = Σ Wί*), Xίλ+1 - Xtk) + {Φ{tι\ Xt - Xι)
Jo tk+i<,t

= |jχ Σ *'(*») (^/ω - XI) + tιΦ
i(tι) (Xt - x\)

i=i Jo
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The above holds obviously for arbitrary Φ1. The convergence of Σ I ΦidXi

to \ (Φx dX) for arbitrary Φ e LH((X}) is now obvious.

4. Stochastic integral III. Let Φ{t,ω) be a mapping from [0, co)χQ

to if such that Φ{t,ω)f is very well measurable for all / e iJ. We denote

by ||Φ||(f,α>) the norm of the operator Φ(t,ω). It is easily seen that ||Φ||

(t9ω) is a real very well measurable process. We shall call Φ is a step

function if there exists 0 *= to< tx < < tn< such that Φ(ί) = Φ{tk) for

tjc^t < tk+1. Set

is a very well measurable step function such that

<oo]

and denote by LK{(X)) the closure of L#«X». We shall define the stochas-

tic integral Yt = \ ΦdX9 X(=Wl, Φ e LK«X» as an element of Tt in the
Jo

following way;

(4) {f,Yt) = \\φ*f,dX) for / e «
Jo

where Φ*(t,ω) is the adjoint of Φ(t,ω) for each ί,<y. The stochastic integral

defined in Section 2 is a particular case of this. To verify the existence

of such F, let us first consider the case where Φ{t,ω) is a step function.

Then

Yt - Σ *(

satisfies (4). Furthermore,

Consequently, the stochastic integral ]ΦdX can be defined for all

as the limit of \φndX, where [Φn] is a sequence of step functions such

that E(^\\Φ-Φn\\2d<X>)-ϊ0 for 0^t<oo.

Remark. The characterization of the space Lκ{{Xy) in an explicit form

remains open. We shall give here two sufficient conditions that Φ belongs
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to LK{{X)>)\ (a) Φ{t,ω) is left continuous in t with respect to the operator

norm for almost all ω, and ||<P||(f,α>) is a bounded function; (b) Φ{t9ω) is

very well measurable and satisfies E (\ ||Φ||iJ<X>) < oo, where ||Φ||2 is the

Hilbert-Schmidt norm of Φ. The first assertion is obvious. Suppose that

Φ satisfies the condition (b). Let {/*} be a complete orthonormal system

of H. Set Φi = Φf\ Since Φ* e LH{<X»9 it can be approximated by step
n

functions of LH{(X». Define linear operator Φ(n) by Φ(n)f = Σ aflf\ where

ai = (f9f
i). Then Φ(n) can be approximated by step functions of Lκ{(Xy)

from the fact just remarked above. Furthermore, since

||φ(n)_φ(m)||^ JΛ \\φfψm Thi s inequality shows that {Φn} forms a cauchy

sequence of Lκ{iXy). The limit of {Φ(Λ)} is clearly Φ. Therefore Φ belongs

to LK«X».

5. Formula on stochastic integral. A mapping F from the Hu-

bert space to the space of real or complex numbers is called twice differ-

entiable at x e H if there exists a linear functional F\x) and linear operator

F'\x) of H such that

F(x + A) - F(α?) = (F'(α), Λ) + \ (F"(x)h, h)

where o(\\h\\2) means o(||^||2)/||/z||2-^0 as | |*| |->0. Further if F\x) and F"(x)

are continuous in their norms, F is called twice continuously differentiable.

Now let φt(ω) be an strongly right continuous //-process such that

sup Σ IIPίfc+1 — 9cJI < °° for any t, then the Bochner integral (Φ,dφ) is well

defined for //-process Φ{t,ω), for almost all ω. We shall call such ψ is an

//"-process with finite variation.

THEOREM 3. Let F be twice continuously differentiable function such that

||F'(aO|| and | |F"(&)|| are bounded. Let X be of Tt and ψ be well measurable

strongly continuous process with finite variation. Set A — X + ψ. Then we have

the following formula

F(Λt) - F(A0) = j V ' (A:), dXs) + -1- < J F"(A~)dX\ Xc>t
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+ (\F\AI), dφs) + Σ IF(A,) - F(A ) -
JO IM*,||>0

where Xc is the projection of X on

Since the proof is essentially the same as that of one dimensinal

case (See [2] or [5]), we shall state here the outline. Let X = Xc + Xd be

the orthogonal decomposition such that Xc e Ttc and Xd e 3ft d. We shall

assume that Xd is written as F - ? where F and F are the processes having

thejproperties of Theorem 2. Let {Tn} be an ε-chain of X, F, Ϋ and p,

i.e., {Tn} is an increasing sequence of stopping times converging to oo such

that for Tn<t,s<Tn+1, \\Xt-X,\\, 117,-7.11, ll^-SMl and \\<pt-φs\\ are

all dominated by ε. We shall write Tn Λ t as Tn for the notational con-

vention. Then

F(At) - F(A0) = Σ iF(A;,)- FίA^Jl + Σ [F(ATJ - F{A}.)1

The first term of the right hand side is written as

x 1/ EV( A \ Δ"~ — Λ \ I "N V 77*"V ^3»JI ^ ^ / 3 " " , ^1 ^ 2 1 — , /j \

4- Σ o(||i4Γ, - ATnJ\η = 7x4-/2 + /,.

Each /̂  converges as ε->-0 in the following way.

"VΊ ( IΓ'ί A \ Ϋ" Ϋ" \ Λ- "V1 f 7Γ//r A \ Sn /Λ ^ ŝ*1 ( TΓf ( A \ A V '

-»• ((F'(Λ7), dZ s) + \\F'(A:), dφs) - Σ (F'(^17), ΔXS).
J JO 5 ^ ί

Λ = -

where φ = φ — Ϋ. The first term converges to ±.ΛF"{A') dX\ Xc\ by
F"(A~s)dXs and Theorem 2. The other members

0

converge to 0, because of the following estimate; for example,

It is easily seen that /3 converges to O Summing up all these, we obtain
the desired formula.
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To prove the general case, choose {Xn} converging to X such that for

each Xn the above argument is applicable. It will be shown that each

mumber of (5) replacing X for Xn converges to the corresponding member

of (5).

6. Examples. Additive and linear processes. Let H be a real
Hubert space. An //-process Xt is called additive if Xu — Xtz and Xt2-~Xti

are independent for any 0<t1<t2<tz<t4. We assume that E\\Xtψ<oό

for all 0^t<oo and Xt is mean continuous i.e., E\\Xt — Xs||
2->0 as t-*s.

The least <τ-field in which Xs, s <t are measurable is denoted by $ t .

Then gί is right continuous. Now, since E{f,Xt)<\\f\\E\\Xt\\, there exists

a unique mt of H such that E{f, Xt) - (/, mt) holds for any f ^ H. Set

Ft = Xf — mt. Then F is again an additive process such that E(f,Yt)-0

for every / e H. Furthermore, Yt is an ^-martingale because (/, Yt) is an

real martingale. Therefore Yt has strongly right continuous modification.

So we will assume that Yt is strongly right continuous. Let X\ be the

projection of Yt to Ttc and Xd

t the projection of Yt to Wld. Remembering

the procedure of defining X\ and Xd

t9 it is seen that they are additive

processes.

Let us now consider the covariance functional of Xt, E(f9 Xt)(g9Xt).

Then it is a positive definite, symmetric and continuous bilinear form on

H. Hence there exists a unique positive definite and symmetric operator

Se such that {Stf9g) coincides with the above bilinear form. Moreover, St

has finite trace, because ^(Stf\f) = ΈE(f\Xt)(f\Xt) ^ E\\Xt\\2

9 where {/*}

is the complete orthonormal system of H.

Let E be a measurable subset of H such that 0 < p(0, E) < oo, where

P is the metric induced by the norm of H. Define.

Pt(E)= Σ

Then we have the following

THEOREM 4. Xc

t and Xd

t are independent. Furthermore, the characteristic

functionals are given by

E(exp(i(f9 Xt))) = exp - ±- (SJ, f)

E(exp(i(f, Xc

t))) = exp - [jjexp (*(/, x)) - 1 - i (/, x)\πt
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where πt{dx) = E{Pt{dx)).

Proof. The function F(x) = exp i(f, x) has the first derivative F'(x)=*i

exp(i(/, a))*/and the second derivative F"{x) *= — exp(ι(/, »))/•/, which are

continuous and bounded in their norms. Applying Theorem 3, we obtain

exp (/(/, Yt)) - 1 « martingale - -jL Γexp (*(/, Xt))d<(f, X)>8
Δ Jo

+ exp (/(/, XX) [exp (/(/, ΔXS)) ~ 1 - *(/, z/X)]

Therefore,

E(exp(i(/, X,))) - l = - -1- J^(exp (i(/, Xs)))d(SJ, f)

+ J£ (exp (/(/, X,)))L (exp(ι(/, X)) - 1 - i(f, α?))rf,π(s, rfa)

Consequently,

£{exp (f(/, Zt))) = exp ( - \ (SJ, f) + j [exp (f(/,»)) - 1 - /(/, α;)]τrf(rf»)).

The independence of X\ and Xd

t can be derived similarly as [2], if we

replace (/, Yt) by (/, Xc

t — Xc

s) + (flr, Xd

t — X?) in the above discussion.

Now let Xt be a square integrable (JE
l||Xί||

2< oo) and mean continuous

/ί-process. We denote by Mt (resp. M) the smallest linear manifold con-

taining XS9 s^Lt (resp. 5 < oo). Then Mt is a pre-Hilbert space by the inner

product {X, Y) = E(X, Y). We shall denote by Mt the completion of Me.

The mean continuity of Xt implies that Π Mt+S = Me and U Mt-e = Mf.
e>0 e>0

We shall call the //-process Xt linear if for any l ε M , the projection PtX

of X to Mt is independent of X- PtX. ([3]).

We shall show that the joint distribution of linear process is subject to

an infinitely divisible distribution. Let X e M Then PtX is an additive

process. In fact, since the projection of PtX to Ms coincides with PsX{t^s),

PtX—PsX has to be independent of Ms. Now let 1 = 2 ^ . . Then

ΣiCiiPtXtt-PtXti) is independent of Ms. This means that {PtXti-PsXti, ,

PtXtn — PsXtJ is independent of M,, or equivalently, (PtXti, i =1,2, , w)

is an i/w-valued additive process. Thus (PfXti t = 1, , n) is subject to

infinitely divisible distribution. Taking ί ^ m a x ( ^ ) , we see that(Zc., ,Xtn)

is also subject to infinite divisible distribution.
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